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• Run PlayFirst’s portfolio of casual, 
downloadable games like the Diner Dash 
line, Chocolatier 1 & 2, The Dream 
Chronicles, Dress Shop Hop, The NightShift 
Code,, Mystery of Shark Island, Trijinx, 
Oasis, Plantasia, Doggie Dash, Wedding 
Dash …

Who am I ?



What is PlayFirst?



What are we gonna talk about today ?

I. The Vaudeville Prophecy and “The Promise 
of Casual Games”

Why Casual games have the potential to be the leader in 
exploring the delivery of narrative in games and 
unlocking the mass market.

II. The Michelangelo Dilemma and the 
challenge of story integration

Why and where we are failing to deliver on the promise.

III. The Authenticity Trap and new business 
models. 

Why good stories and compelling characters may help us 
bridge the gap between try/buy and new roads to 
monetization.



Why me?
•Former Creative Director at Learning 
Company/Broderbund overseeing design on a 
premiere portfolio of interactive brands like Reader 
Rabbit, ClueFinders, Carmen Sandiego, Oregon 
Trail, Scooby Doo, more.

•12+ years designing/overseeing design on games 
for non-gamers.

• IGDA white paper section contributor on Story and 
Narrative



Nightshift Code 2



Diner Dash and the World of Flo





I. The Vaudeville Prophecy and
“The Promise of Casual Games”

Why Casual games have the potential to be 
the leader in exploring the delivery of 
narrative in games and unlocking the 
mass market.



“The Promise of Casual Games”

MARKET POTENTIAL

• 46 million US 
consumers visit a 
game site each 

month

TRADITIONAL “GAMER” MARKET

• Market Saturated

• PC and Console games continue to hit the same 
market



Good stories and compelling 
characters can help us 

unlock that mass market

POP CULTURE?



Waitaminute!
Do Casual Games need a story or character???



Do we even need a story 
or character?

Character = IP



Isn’t is an art form?

Do we even need a story 
or character?



Compelling Character-Driven Serialized 
Narrative = Crack

…and might be the holy grail for conversion?

Do we even need a 
story or character?



Do we even need a story or character?

Don’t 
take my 
word for 
it. Look at 
the top 
ten lists!



Do we even need a 
story or character?

2007 Chart-Toppers:

http://www.shockwave.com/gamelanding/alicegreenfingers.jsp
http://www.shockwave.com/gamelanding/burgerisland.jsp
http://www.shockwave.com/gamelanding/escapefromparadise.jsp
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But are these stories and 
characters any good?



Can a video game make you cry?

• Video game making/interactive entertainment is a 
young art 

• Rules and approaches are still being defined

• Experimentation is still urgently needed to push the 
medium forward

A Famous Polemic:



• The gap between Hollywood and Silicon Valley 
when it comes to character development and 
story telling still remains pretty deep, wide, vast 
etc.

• We’re schooled programmers/artists but 
amateur story tellers/writers.

• By comparison to more mature entertainment 
media like television, movies, literature or even 
comic books, we showcase:

• Weak story structure

• Thin, passive, knock-off characters with out 
back-story

• Story is stapled on to gameplay

• Poorly integrated. You can see the staples!

THE GAP



How are we doing on the quest to seamlessly integrate  
great storytelling in video games?

THE GAP



Notable Efforts

Katamari Damacy

ICO Putt-Putt Saves the 
Zoo

Facade



• Historically, Game Development has been a 
field that demands technical expertise

• Technologist aren’t always the best story 
tellers

• Technologists tend to like dragons and 
spaceships
• This matters less when your audience in the core 

gamer audience than it does when your audience 
is composed of mass-market, TV-savvy soccer 
moms who might prefer Desperate Housewives or 
Sex in the City.

THE GAP: Why?



• Casual Games offer an opportunity to solve the 
problem: 

• Different audience expectations

• Audience is less forgiving?

• Less drunk on gameplay?

• Seeking an emotional connection through 
narrative

• A lot of women players

• Game makers have to think differently

The Casual Games Opportunity



• Casual Games offer an opportunity to solve the 
problem: 

•A lot of women players?

The Casual Games Opportunity



FREITAG’S TRIANGLE:
Traditional/Canonical Narrative Structure

A

Foundation/

Circumstance

B C

Conflict

D

Rise to 
Climax

E

Release

Resolution/

End

F

Male coded 
enough for 
you?



Alternatives?*

Dance

Native American 
Storytelling

Regionalist

Fiction

*note: the ideas in this slide are stolen 
from my beautiful and brilliant wife



The Bad News
• This is hard stuff



The Good News

• We are not alone

• We can look to the history of other 
popular art forms (like dance) for 
guidance and inspiration

• Looking outside our discipline (and not 
just to Star Wars) is good!



Waiting For “Ol’ Man River”



Waiting For “Ol’ Man River”



Waiting For “Ol’ Man River”



Waiting For “Ol’ Man River”



Why and where we are failing to 
deliver on the promise.

II. The Michelangelo Dilemma & 
the challenge of integration



Michelangelo and Mozart



Mozart
“Would you like to know how I have 

expressed it? – and even indicated his 
throbbing heart? By the two violins 
playing octaves…you feel the trembling –
the faltering – you see how his throbbing 
breast begins to swell; this I have 
expressed by a crescendo. You hear the 
whispering and the sighing…which I have 
indicated by the first violins with mutes 
and a flute playing unison”

-Wolfgang Amadee Mozart                    

Re Belmonte’s Aria                             

in Die Entfuhring aus dem Seral



• Mozart had the musical tools to tell a story and 
define a character through musical design.

• What are our tools?

• Do we know how to use them?

MOZART’S TOOLBOX



THE MICHELANGELO DILEMMA

• Michelangelo and other 
Renaissance artists lived in the 
age of “Humanism”. They, like 
us interactive designers, lived in 
an era when people knew how to 
make real, effective people 
(characters) – but their 
characters, as well rendered as 
they were, lived in a container –
a frame or a box. Often called 
“the renaissance window”.

• It took about one hundred years 
for Baroque artists to break the 
character out of the box.



From MICHELANGELO to BERNINI





Flat colors/lighting Dramatic colors/lighting



A (very ) loose analogy

Moving from 
characters as 
framing device to 
characters who 
break into the 
user’s play 
experience

Moving from 
characters in 
frame to 
characters who 
break into the 
viewer’s spacial 
experience.

?



Good storytelling happens in the play…



• By any comparison, the stories and characters in TV, 
movies, novels and comics are much more robust and 
compelling than those in games.

• Why? We know how to make good characters and tell 
good stories, no? There are books and books on the 
subject!

• The problem is the medium!

• Rare ultra-talented professional writers hired have poor 
sense of tools in the interactive tool box

• Stories are stapled on, poorly integrated

• Typically conveyed through conventional linear 
avenues (cut scenes, comics) rather than through 
play

We’re still figuring this out



RECENT EFFORTS
• Can you still see the staples in these??



STORY INTEGRATION















Seven Wonders

Character development is weak 
as well

Casual Game Designers as a rule don’t:

Write backstories for their characters

Write sample unused) dialogue

Make complex characters with flaws

Experimenting with ensemble casts? (for conflict 
interaction in stories)

Even make a model sheet



Casual Gamers love women in aprons, right?         

Maybe giving the thumbs up sign? 

How about carrying a tray? Right? Both?
Seven Wonders

I promise to be different!



If you‘ve got Cookie Monster...
…do you need Muffin Monster?



Flo vs. Quinn
You 

can do 
it, 

Quinn!

FLO

No Nonsense
Substance

Flo Makes Lunch

• Self-empowered 

• Rejection of institutional power 

• A bit rough around the edges

• Populist 

• Funny little man/ everyman 

• Confident

• Elbow grease 

• American; bootstrapping; rugged 

individualism 

• Unflappable

• Simple skills (cooking, serving ,etc) over  

complex skills (finance, gov’t, 

business) which are disempowering to 

the mass market consumer

QUINN

Nonsense
Facade

Quinn Makes Dreams
Come True

• Reliant 

• Bought in/traditional 

• Put together, NOT disorganized

• Traditionalist

• Southern belle type 

• Not confident

• Delicate 

• Dependent on others 

• Vulnerable

• Values complex skills over simple

• Snobby

Wearin
g this?





Seamless integration?

• Can we tell the story through play? 
-- within the gameplay experience?



The Michelangelo Dilemma



COMBINE: it’s in the play



Some casual clues?



COMBINE: it’s in the play



COMBINE: it’s in the play



Characters as meta-structure



Characters as meta-structure



COMBINE: use your audio



Lean on Audio to make an 
emotional connection

Rely on Audio. Audio is typically cheaper than 
animation as a tool for storytelling. Sometimes 
music, voice and audio sound effects to help 
immerse, set a mood tell the story. 



Lean on Audio to make an 
emotional connection



Combine and Immerse: 

try not to break the fourth wall

• Immerse the 
player in a world

• Don’t Break The 
Fourth Wall



Try not to break the fourth wall?

• Or do?



Allow for 

Closure

COMBINE: less is more

© 1993 Scott McCloud

© 1993 Scott McCloud



Start the story as deep into the action as 
possible.

COMBINE: start deep



Why good stories and compelling characters may 
help us authentically bridge the gap between 
try/buy and new roads to monetization.

III. The Authenticity Trap and new 
business models. 



• Micro-transactions and avatars
• Multiplayer
• User Generated Content
• Serialized Content
• Advertising
• Social play, community

The future:

How do we make 
them authentically 
connect with 
Casual players?
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Connect Four Cities



Connect Four Multiplayer Lobby 
(empty)



Connect Four Multiplayer Lobby 2



Imagined Community:
building a story world

• Wedding Dash
• Doggie Dash
• Dress Shop Hop

These games are spin offs, like Laverne and Shirley or the Jeffersons



= ?

The Sequelization Challenge







Welcome to Multiplayer



Multiplayer Lobby



Welcome to Multiplayer



Welcome to Multiplayer



Customize My Waiter



Diner Dash Boutique (My Waiter)



Customize My Waiter 3



Customize My Diner (Before)



My Diner Boutique



Customize My Diner (After)



Play in My Diner



Multiplayer Cooperative



Dinertown



Diner Dash Boutique (Buy 
Restaurants)



Serialized Restaurants



Episodic Story in Diner Dash



DinerDash.com Boutique



• Diner Dash: Hometown Hero?

– In its first 2 months on playfirst.com, 
DD:HH has sold more copies than any 
other game on PlayFirst.com 

– Five restaurants out today 
(approximately 1 per month)

RESULTS?



– New business model?

•More than 50% of DD:HH SKUs 
purchased come from sub-$5 items

•57% of all DD:HH purchasers are new 
buyers who had never purchased 
from PlayFirst.com before

RESULTS?



•Sub-$20 business models 
–Doubled the # of customers who 
have ONLY purchased sub-$20 
items (month 2 vs. month 1)

RESULTS?



– The DinerDash.com community?

–73,000+ waiters uploaded
–43,000+ diners uploaded

RESULTS?





“My Diner” Posted Online



• We were lucky to have such a developed IP to work with – it 
connected us authentically with the consumers! 

• Moved the industry in new directions! (hopefully forward).

Analysis?



• But of the major portals, only Yahoo! took the 
connected version.

• Call to Arms!!

– Developers and publishers need to move the 
innovation needle or the promise of casual 
games won’t be met

– But we can’t carry the risk and burden alone 
– If we’re gonna move the category forward, we 

need to continue to work together
– Otherwise we’ll shrink the industry and end up 

with no vibrant industry, no new ideas, no fun 
and maybe, no jobs.

ANALYSIS?



Questions?
kenny@playfirst.com
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